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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 25/100
Item ID: P049-49-R
EAN: 5060520954424
Size: 230 x 340 x 14 mm
Weight: 365 g

Recommended price

649 SEK

Discover unparalleled versatility and protection with the Pipetto iPad Pro 12.9" (2021) Origami No3
Pencil Case in sleek black. This quintessential case offers multifunctional stand positions and
convenient storage for your Apple Pencil 2 - all while providing outstanding protection and certified
antibacterial technology. Whether you're typing, viewing, or on a video call, this case adapts to your
needs while keeping your iPad safe and secure.

Versatile Viewing and Typing Angles
Built-in Apple Pencil 2 Storage
Shock-absorbent TPU Shell
Certified Antibacterial Materials
Auto Sleep-Wake Functionality

Versatile Viewing and Typing Angles
The Origami No3 Pencil Case delivers optimal versatility with its unique 5-in-1 folding style. It includes
two stand positions designed for comfortable typing and viewing, plus additional folding positions for a
stable wide base ideal for entertainment on uneven surfaces. A portrait position is also available,
perfectly angled for video calls and FaceTime.

Built-in Apple Pencil 2 Storage
Functionality marries protection in this ingeniously designed case, featuring a dedicated compartment
for the Apple Pencil 2. This integrated storage safeguards your stylus and supports its syncing and
charging capabilities, ensuring your Apple Pencil 2 is always ready and secure.

Shock-absorbent TPU Shell
Experience superior protection with the Origami No3 Pencil Case's shock-absorbent TPU shell. Its
durable structure provides full-edge protection that absorbs and dissipates impacts from drops and
knocks, ensuring your iPad Pro remains pristine.

Certified Antibacterial Materials
Prioritizing your health, the Origami No3 Pencil Case is expertly crafted with materials infused with
antimicrobial agents. These certified antibacterial materials maintain their potency throughout the life of
the case, killing 99.9% of bacteria and adding an extra layer of defence to your daily use.

Auto Sleep-Wake Functionality
Extend your iPad's battery life with the case's intuitive auto sleep-wake feature. This smart functionality
conserves battery by automatically waking your iPad when opened and putting it to sleep when closed,
providing up to 20% longer use between charges.

Package includes

1x Pipetto Origami No3 Pencil Case for iPad Pro 12.9" (2021)

Product specifications

Designed for: iPad Pro 12.9 (2022) - Model Numbers A2436, A2764, A2437, A2766
Compatible with: iPad Pro 12.9 (2018/2020/2021) - Model numbers A1876, A2014, A1895,
A1983, A2229, A2233, A2378, A2461, A2379, A2462
Colour: Black
Material: Shock-absorbent TPU with certified antibacterial properties
Functionality: 5-in-1 stand positions, auto sleep-wake, Apple Pencil 2 storage with sync &
charge compatibility
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